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Q. Please tell us about Indian Energy 
Exchange Ltd. and its strength overall?
IEX is India's first and largest power exchange 
offering participants an automated platform to 
trade in Electricity, Renewable Energy Certificates 
(RECs) and Energy Saving Certificates (ESCerts). 
The Exchange enables a competitive and efficient 
price discovery, increases the accessibility and 
transparency of the power market thereby 
enhancing efficiency of trade execution. IEX is 
automated trading platform, not only facilitating 
trading of power by its participants, but also 
discovering price  for the sector. The prices signals 
from the exchange sets reference for transactions 
across all segments. The strength of exchange 
is transparency in price setting, lower cost of 
transactions, payment security and managing 
variability in the daily demand curve. 
State of the art technology, competitiveness, 
efficient price discovery, transparency, neutrality, 
accessibility and highly scalable technology 
infrastructure are key strengths our platform.
IEX has diversified and large set of participants. All 
discoms, conventional generators including IPPs, 
CPP and large consumers including commercial 
establishments and industries. As of May 2018, 
the Exchange has a registered participant base 
of 6500+ participants who are located across 29 
States and 5 Union Territories with 4000+ open 
access consumers, 400 + electricity  generators, 
and 50 Discoms. 
Industries use this platform to buy power more 
competitively and on the other hand, discoms 
look up to the Exchange to meet their short term 
demand and also optimize power procurement 
costs by buying cheaper power even when it 
has adequate power tied up in medium/long 
/ short term.  

Q. Please elaborate the products and 
services that you offered to the market?
In the electricity segment IEX has diverse and 
vibrant market segments such as Day Ahead 
Market (DAM) and Term Ahead Market (TAM)  
which offers for the same day to upto 11 days 
in advance. DAM offers standardized contracts 

of 15 minutes allowing participants to trade for 
electricity for a day in advance. It is a delivery-
based market that provides flexibility to trade as 
low as 100 KW and facilitates price discovery for 
every fifteen minutes block for the next day as 
well an overall price discover on a daily basis. 
Today, IEX dominates the space, with an average 
market share of over 97% of total volume traded 
through power exchanges. In FY18,  the total 
volume traded across all market segments saw 
an increase of 26% with 56,822 MU traded. The 
electricity traded through IEX accounts for 38% of 
the power transacted in the short term market.
IEX has been actively serving the renewable 
energy sector through REC (Renewable Energy 
Certificate) since 2012. Over the years, the 
acceptance of this particular segment has been 
progressing well. Every year, about certificates 
worth 45 Lacs are issued for about 5000 MW 
of REC projects, however, demand is expected 
to be more than available RECs. So now again, 
there is demand of RE projects to register under 
RECs. This surge has facilitated the demand for 
RECs. Thus, IEX is facilitating development of RE 
through ‘green’ power market. 
Many of renewable generators, particularly 
solar generators, have started selling in our 
normal day ahead market (DAM). About 14 
solar generator projects with total capacity of 
525 MW are registered with IEX, three of them 
are selling continuously. This year, the prices in 
the day- ahead market are higher by 40 per 
cent as compared to last year ensuring better 
returns than solar bid prices. Competitive pricing 
are seamless transaction process are attracting 
the developers to the Exchange.
In addition to this, IEX has become the first power 
exchange to trade in energy saving certificates 
(EScerts) in September 2017. A total of 12.98 
lac were traded last year. 

Q. What new innovation in technology 
and services we can expect from you?
We have been always at the forefront of 
technology in terms of providing the best platform, 
for convenience of the market participants. We 
were the first to provide , day-ahead (Jun08), 
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then term-ahead (Sep09), REC (Feb11) and Escert 
(Sep17) markets. Further, we have also provided 
straight-through processing of settlements with 
our market participants on trading day itself. 
Real-time curtailments are handled in smooth 
manner. We have also been providing very robust 
and credible solution to the market without any 
dispute and error in last 10 years. We have also 
provided all information on market data giving 
price, volumes, area prices and volumes. These 
data seen  
We have developed SMART procurement software, 
a tool for discoms to optimize power purchase. 
We are in the process of implementing this tool 
in many States. 
Till now, our day-ahead markets – have single 
and block orders. We propose to provide more 
order types to suit thermal coal based generators. 
Going forward our focus would be
•	 To introduce new bid types in DAM and TAM 

to help both buyers and sellers to participate 
on exchange more efficiently 

•	 Create Green Power Exchange platform to 
integrate greater number of RE generators, 
particularly solar and wind generators 

•	 Promote use of SMART procurement by 
discoms to optimize power purchase 

Q. What are some of the immediate 
interventions require in subjected to 
renewable sector?
In the renewable sector, we feel that markets can 
provide instruments to facilitate transactions from 
RE rich States to deficient States so that costs 
associated with green power are distributed across 
all States. Green power impose two restraints on 
the host discom and host States- that has to be 
absorbed as must-run and their fixed costs (which 
generally has been higher than conventional 
generation so far) are to be paid on energy 
generated. Exchanges provide green attributes to 
be traded through REC segment. We ropose to 
provide further solutions to handle two emerging 
challenges – i. Green power market - trade of 
green power in short-term and ii. Better intra-day 

markets – to handle variability of wind and 
solar generation. We are working to develop 
a green market so as to facilitate discoms and 
merchant RE generators to sell green power to 
RE deficient entities.

Q. What are the biggest deficiencies in 
power market now; and how do you cope 
with these hurdles?
Short term markets in the country have remained 
low at 10% since last 10 years. There has been 
less focused policy-making towards creating 
more vibrant and comprehensive markets. Power 
exchange based markets have grown from 0.8% 
of total energy generation in the country to 3.8% 
last 10 years. In most of developed markets, 
exchanges have market share of 10-80%. So, 
exchange based transactions have yet to grow 
significantly to be significant, 
PPAs and MoUs for power plants have already 
been signed for more quantum than peak demand 
in many States so as to get coal linkage and sign 
Fuel Supply Agreements to ensure domestic coal 
supply. Policy of firm coal supply to power plants 
with PPA – has been major bottleneck in making 
more power available to short-term markets.

Reduction in duration of PPA: Term of PPAs 
which is normally of 25 years,  should be reduced 
to 10-12 years only for comfort of lenders. Later, 
these plants should be  selling their output in 
the market based on their merit.

No renewal of Long term PPA beyond 25 years 
Long term PPAs for base load only: Long term 
PPAs should only be signed for base demand of 
the discoms, rest should be managed through 
medium and short term markets. Over contracting 
of PPA leads to payment of capacity charges even 
when discoms are not utilizing the generation. 

Rationalisation of transmission charges.
The transmission allocation and charges are 
currently being applied for long-term, medium 
and short-term basis. In case, discom finds itself 
surplus power during sometime in day, and sells in 
day-ahead or intra-day, it has to pay transmission 

charges for sale both whereas it should pay on 
net transactions ( net of purchase-sale), so should 
be required to pay less. This anomaly increases 
cost of power for sale in intra-day, which needs 
correction.  

Intra-day Market - Gate Closure time to be 
reduced to facilitate transactions in new scenario 
of High Renewables. Open Access registry expected 
to enable this reduction in gate closure.

Generators and Consumers should be allowed 
to buy/sell respectively in intra-day market: 
In the current framework,  generators are not 
allowed to buy & consumers are not allowed to 
sell power which prevent their ability to minimize 
their deviation.  Therefore, it is  proposed that 
they should be allowed to buy/sell at least in 
the intra day market.

Waiver of transmission charges on intra-day 
transactions : As in developed US markets, there 
is no transmission charges levied on intra-day 
transactions. Intra-day markets are only 3-4% of 
day-ahead markets which in turn is about 3.7% 
of overall generation. Overall intra-day market 
constitute of 0.2% of total electricity generation. 
Till it becomes bit more significant, transmission 
charges may be waived off. 

Q. What are your upcoming plans 
include; what additional facilities will you 
add on in nearly future?
We are planning to develop and grow in the 
following areas and segments.

Cross Border Trade through Exchange: MoP 
guidelines issues in December 2016 allowing 
Term Ahead Market for CBT. We are awaiting 
final regulations from CERC allowing Cross-border 
transactions through exchanges.

Longer duration delivery contracts (monthly/
quarterly) on the Exchange – CERC to expedite 
resolution of jurisdiction issue to allow Monthly 
and Quarterly delivery based contracts on IEX. 
Post such clearance, exchange will file application 
with CERC for approval. 
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